Fleeting flight sleeping woke
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Andantino, molto rubato: freely flowing, linger on fermatas \breathmark 104
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Score in C

(Sounding pitch)

- accidentals indicate the “implied” pitches in rational tuning
- HEJI notation allowing for a small range of tolerance
- con sord.
- gently colour but do not completely cover the harmonium sound
- amplified (gently) to balance with the other instruments and remain clearly audible
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cc 2021 Plainsound Music Edition
Vivace, rubato: lightly sustained – c. 69
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Nobilmente, rubato: flowing
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sounding pitch!
Calmo: linger on fermatas, time ebbing and flowing \( \text{\LaTeX} \)
Grazioso, ma più lento • ca. 116

Dotted tie = enharmonic proximity
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